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LED strip & extrusion
Presenting our LED strip, complete with 3M self-adhesive
backing tape. Ideal for use in most commercial and residential
applications, our range provides high lumen efficiency, good
heat dissipation and 50,000hr life.
Our LED strip has more LEDs p/m to give a more even light
distribution (rather than dots).
The range includes 14.4watt (120 LED/m) and 7.2watt (60
LED/m) IP20 strip in both warm and cool white, with 120º beam
angle.


14.4w/m: 3000k (1200lm/m) / 4000k (1250lm/m)



7.2w/m: 3000k (600lm/m) / 4000k (650lm/m)

We also stock a range of aluminium extrusion options for easy
mounting and heat dissipation, RGB colour changing strip and
weatherproof IP65 strip.
Read more...

Malaxos track spot
Recent advancements in LED technology & design mean that
the new generation of track spots are high on lumen output
and low on energy costs.
The Malaxos is a 33watt COB fitting ideal for many commercial
applications. Providing a precise light with low spill, Malaxos
offers exceptional colour rendering and the high light output
also gives excellent colour reproduction.
The stand out feature is the ability to adapt the beam spread
(24º / 36º / 50º) via interchangeable reflectors, making it perfect
for retail, galleries or museums.
Available in black, white or silver and in 3000k or 4000k, the
Malaxos offers versatility and quality at a price that’s hard to
beat.

Read more...

Santa & Cole: Cesta family
Santa & Cole has again added to the Cesta family by
re-introducing Cesta Metállica, the little sister of Miguel Milá’s
famous Cesta lamp, designed in 1962.
Originally, the Cesta supporting structure was made of Manila
cane and the ball of light was made of plastic. Santa & Cole
updated it 30 years later, using heat-curved cherry wood and
an opal crystal ball, and adding an inline dimmer.
Now updated with LED technology, the Cesta Metállica is a
miniature table lamp with a stainless steel structure, opal white
polymer diffuser and leather handle.
Its oval volume and handle make it a desirable object-lamp to
be placed both on tabletops and floors.

Read more...

Rex Gorell Nissan, Geelong
Sonic Lighting is proud to be associated with the recently
completed upgrade to the Rex Gorell Nissan car showroom in
Geelong.
Excellent outcomes were achieved using AVIA LED panels,
Poulter LED high-lumen downlights and FOX downlights.
See more...
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